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NOVEMBER 1981 ISSUE 90 

EDITORIAL& "Separating Weetabix from Shreddies" (or How to Identify Tine UFOs ) 
In UFO STUDY I devoted three chapters to what I see as wrong with UFO researcho 

Unfortunately, few people ·seem to have 'grasped the main purpose of thls." "·at 
least the reviews concentrate on an aspect of these chapters I consider to be unr· 
important.compared. with what seems a crucial issue.So I will elaboarte ·�ewith a· 
specific proposal for you to ponder.If you care to submit your views we can 
continue the debate. 

One thing bothers me a great deal about any kind of research.All data are 
(almost always) lumped together into a vast. stew,out of which answers allegedly 
:1i.still.Occasionally someone recognises the obviqus truth that 90C/o PLUS of all 
t,h")se data are· in fact nothing to do with UFOsoCc:insequently,any studies made orj 
�- 1fil tered evidence can hardly be expected to teach us anything about UFOs� Imagine 
·,i3cing up a bucketful of material off a beach then tipping it onto your tabletop. 
·;len you sift all the �ains of sand,bits of seaweed and the occasional pebble 
into piles (according to colour,texture or what.ever, apart from what they really 
are) then you think you have achieved somethinG.But if you then start to make 
assumptions about_pebbles,on the basis of piles of seaweed, the error is obvious. 
Yet we still do this in ufology.There are probably only two ways such folly can 
be valid.Either if we study socioloe;y,perception or reporting factors ('where IFO 

and UFO present the same basic problem) � if all UFOs are simply not-yet-ident
ified IFOs.Dut id (as most of us believe) a small proportion of UFOs ar.� totally 
distinctive from IFOs then it is a complete waste of time doing any kind of 
research on a mixed UFO/IFO sample.The samples of data must be filtered (�Q 
maximum efficiency) Of course there will still be IFOs in them.�.but these-will 
now be swamped by the residual UFOs ••• wheras in an unfiltered sample the few UFOs 
will almost certainly be deluged by the mass of'IFOs. · 

A similar (but not quite so apparant) problem still remairis even when we take 
this Zactor into account.For there is a gross presumption that all UBOs originate 
±'rom one source.Any study of a sample of reports will indicate that this is quite 
probably nonsense.Whilst it ;-emains vaguely possible :that s�me sou�ce is res·:.. . 
ponsi ble for producin{3: multiple ( seemingky unrelated) images,. !lit is. still tJJery 
�lear that witnesses report to us phenomena which they interpret as UFOsoi�n� 
amongst those there will be unusual optical effects ,rare meteorological condi ti'ons, · 

piezo-electrical anomalies and many other curious th:l.ngsoThere.may be some hall
ucinations (or rare form� of psychological expefience not actually hallucinations) 
And there may . be what most of yQu would call REAL UFOs (whatever �hey mi0ht be�) · 

This (to me) undoubted. fact makes it ludicrous to conduct-research :even on a mass 
of reports which has filtered the wheat from the chaff.It's like studying a 
sample of cars, oows, church steeples and cobwebs and being puzzled wijen the results 
r�sarcling their apparant intelligence dif:fer,conflict and baffle.Of course they do., 
.-, ·1t1 we know why. Just as it seems o�b-vio.us to .. me. why we are not solving THE UFO 
;···onomenon,There isn't one.Dut there ARE UFO Phenomena • 

· ---· · 

Unfortunately, we seem to overlook this with. incredible oversight,Our -class�· 
... ication schemes are therefore pretty uselt;:lsscFor we d.efi.J:le UFO types in such 

.1·:.phazard ways that it makes no sense·.Both.a·car and a cot-i could come with 100 
JG::tres and generate a Hynek CE 1 ••• but. there· all similarity ends.The only rationai 
·�"Jay is to define individual classes of UFO ac.corcling to very specific comparisons., 
Vallee had the right idea blut dicl not 8o nearly far enou�h��It could be that thei'e: 
are hundreds of unique UFO stimulii, and some stimulii may proye very ·hard ·to ·box···· 
up into readily identifiable packages. There is li.ttle we oar,1 d.o'fabotit that ... c o but 
this is not the same as sayinJ we can do nothing, Here is what we can do�·· · · · 

Identify as many specific sub-types of UFO as we can ('! -�· exject He- may fi-nd ten or 
so quite easily) This we do on the basis'of our records • • •  phenomena which crop up 
repeatedly with closely simil�r characteristics.One obvious example.is the orange/ 
yellow/blue oval seen in �ssociation with power sources.Whatever it is this UFO 
reappears an.ot is distinct from other UFO. types.� If .. should be trE?ated "'as .. suchnr. 
rarer form I have found is the triantsle of three spheres or·lights,There wi4,1 be mo:r.e � 

Once we have a number of sub-types we can perform .research individually on 
them, workimg out their characteristics.In this way, ·one by one�I -s�spect we shall 
find plausable explanations for some ·uFOs and l;)e, able to recogni.se . them when they 
appear in future.Then our· research may stop going round in circlez�For se�ious 
students of enigmatic· wonders,we have a remarkable talent,for doing �rirtually noH't� 



IMPORTANT • • •• NUFON Publications in 1982 
It has been decided to make some changes in newsletter publ: ,·:a tions for 198211 
Whilst in one s�nse inflation will force an increase in subscription rates (the 
first for THREE years),in another you will be offered more choice and even a 
redmction. NORTHERN UFO NEWS will continue to be published (as· now) EIGHT months 
of the ye9--r and this will be offered at the new subscriptior.. of £2.80 pae (1982) 
Northern Ufology will no longer be published in the intervening·months, but 
instead a new publication will take its place.This will be used as a vehicle to 
publish in much more deta11 important current case histories (CE 4s , 8E 3s and 
so on) where it is·felt valuable to provide a better description of the .case 
than brief summary in this newsletter allows. NOHTHERN UFO NEWS and Issues 1 to 
4 of CASE HISTOHIES will be ·offered on a_joint subscription of £4n20 pa (1982) 
You may chose which option you wish to take", and 1982 subscriptions .are 'now being· 
taken.If you have previously subscribed early for 1982,at the old rate,·you will 
be rewarded by receiving both publications.Please state clearly when submitting··.· 
your payment which option you prefer. 
Articles which might formerly have been published in Northern Ufol6gy should now 
�e submitted for consideration to UFO TIESEAJCH REVI�W (443 Meado� Lane · Nottingham 
-��:.2 3GD) and readers are advised (if they can afford to do so) :to subscribe to 
s�is excellent, long-standing publication in addition to Northern UFO News. 

:�-�WSa 1: PARASEAHCH (the West Midlands sroup) are back .in business with a new 
centre of operations. They are still being coordinated by Martin Keatman & 
Graham Phillips and whilst now involving-themselves in· a broader field of interest 
they still intend to investigate UFO activity in the region.Their new address is: 
73 Sir Thomas Whites Rd - Earlsdon Coventry CV5 8DP (Tel: 714484) 

a: UFOIN has recently gained a new consultant who may prove of �alue in 
future investigations.He is Dr A.M. Alnahhas, who is a �pecialist.in the fields 
of Radiology & ·Nuclear Medicine.His advice on physiological effects may prove a 
sreat asset to us. 

:a I have been advised by Cyril Permutt, .. direct.Qr of the BUREAU FOR THE 
INVESTIGATION OF PARANORMAL PHOTOGHAPHS, tha·t his team would be very interested 
in hearinB of any anomalous UFO photogra?hs you may come acrosssThe group ci�ims 
to have technical and advisory smpport for analysis and an extensi've archives of 
curious images from all over the world (altho�h mostly psychic rather than .UFOs) 
A�dress: 49 Cranbourne Gardens Temple Fortune London NW11 OHU (ol-458-4002) 

:a F'ollowing the abortive "Ufplorsists Condon Heport" recently propos_ed as 
a research venture in the UK a team of Italian:uf0logists have picke�·up on the 
idea and now intend to attempt this.The plan will invqlve re-evaluat�ng a number 
of classic cases and publishing a detailed repo�t . The� would like a �oup of _UK 
researchers to join with them (re-evaluating UK cases) so tha± a joint report o� 
the venture could be produced.Are there any takers for this excellent· i!Rea_?? 
Writea Massimo Greco via Gramsci 12 25100. Brescia ITALYo 

ELS��RE THIS MONTH.... DUFORA 3ULLETIN (No 2) provid€s ·
a much better offe�ing 

in the new (cheaper) format with 24pp of articles,information & reportsco(�3UFORAs 
1981 running total is even lower than·NUFONs ·which shows how quiet th� UFO scene is) 
V�GIC &UCER (17) seems to get odder and odder.This issue has lots of strange 
�ightings, poetry,cartoons,letters,stuff about ·unicorns,pixies�space messages, 
��1iversal love (and so on).It certainly is never dull,that's fo� sure�-HERSEY NEvJS 

t··22) apart from articles,has an interestine; survey on HIGAP members and a full 
re"Oo:r· t, on the CE3 case summarised in this NUN ( p 6) SUFON bring. out a neH ·."Circula��:' 
:o-fill the gaps between the Scottish network magazines.NewH and stuff mostlyo 

_;uERNSEY UFO RESEARCH GROUP Circular (ll) reviews latest news �nd contains the 
:irst Channel Island UFOs recorded for a good whileeSIGA�s PEGASUS (Jul/hug) 
show some pictures from the BUFORA Congress and summarise D:r;uce Maccabee's paper 
on the new approach to the ETH,It· ha.s also has Surrey area UFOs. 

NATURALLY SUPERNATURAL Reviewr THE SUPERNATURALIST Issue i £lo50 

It seems to be "new magazine"· time all of a sudden. What with COMMON GROUND having. 
launched itself so excellently one might think . there could not possibly· be :3.c.ope 
for yet another "broadly based" publication •. � ��·but here it ·isoEdi ted by Andy Collins 
(UFOIN investig�tor )· a\ld billed as a "Parasearch Publication" it aims ··itself at' a 
different (more public) audience • •• and finds its target extremely.well;. 

.i 



�o doubt you may be thinking that £1.50 is a bit steep (evel: nowadays) but 3 
1n truth you r.;et good value for your money I In the same forma i� as COMMON GROUN]) 
(so readily pocketable) it has 64 extremely small-type pageE (so containing about �5,000 words i? all) and it has a larGe number of photo�rapt.s in it tqoaThe style 
lS somewhat ak1n to the earlier,unfortunately abortive,STRANGE PHENOMENh with a �oc� 
decidely unique magic, mystery and curious phenomena�It is an acquired taste C�ri 
that one has to have a broad interest) but if you go for th0.t sort of thing then 
THE SUPERNATURALIST is sure to appeal.Issue One contains ·a review of the historv 
of earth mysteries and a survey of the theories to explain t;hos·ts a For Ufologist� 
there is much of interest (hardly suprising in.view of Andy's ped�gree).There is 
a reflective review of the birth of ufology and a long survey of the Aveley 
a duction (one of the major UFO events to have been uncovered in the UK) If.you 
riissed the FSR articles lbn this case some years back this review is extremeiy . useful, and even if you did see them it premisses (along with future part.s i n a 
sories) to reveal new facts which post-date the 1978 investigationJHav�ng leRrnt 
fiom past excursions into commercial venturism THE SUPERNATUTIALIST will be issued 
on a one-off basis.Those who buy issue one will be informed when Issue two is out 
and what is in it.Purchase also entitles the membership of PARASEJillCH to be 
obtained by the reader FR�E. There is certainly plenty to read and think about and 
it is recommended • •  1 c/ o 19 St Davids Flay Wickford Essex SS11 8EX.. 

ASSAP -What is it about? 
' I  

. ... .... 

In June a new national body was launched - ASSAP (Association for the ScieD-�ific 
Stuct.y of Anomalous Phenomena). �ew groups �ome and go, of course. :Drave '?3entures 
flare into prominence and then die through apathy .. \�hat fate befalls ASSA.P relies 
largely upon the number of serious minded folk who eive it a chance� and this is 
not helped by the almost inevitable misunderstandings of motive and su.spi8io·ns of · 

inten�.Ufology is full of such unfortunate nenrosese· 
Firstly, it should he made clear that ASSAP is not a UFO groupcAs its title indi(�_ates. 
it is an attempt to investigate,and perhaps correlate, scientific enigmas.: 
Undoubtedly UFOs are such an anomaly - but there are many .,others (from oall . 
lightning to telepori{ing beetroots) which defy present understandingr.The (perhaps 
too ambitious) aim of ASSAP is to bring to many of these for the very first time -� � ·  · 

serious, scientifically-orientated investigation.The group will work to strict 
standards of methodology in investieation and research,but will stimukat� member-
ship involvement on a national scale by meetings, �eminars ai1d discussion·papers� 
l\SSAP seems to be a God-send for those who recoGnisethat subjects which are 
scientific taboo never�hiess give hope of providing fruitful insights for mankind� 
Because of this,many of you would no doubt wish to support the aims of ASSAF ( ei t;j.er 
passively or actively).Indeed I make no bones of the fact that I strongly support 
ASSAP.�or this reason membership has been kept to a very reasonable cost ' of £6 
l'cA. (contact: 11 Granville Park London SE13 ?DY) 
�f importance to us, of course, is the role ASSJ-\P will play in ufolOf3Ycit has been 
raade very clea:t that ASSAP see themselves as coo�dinators ,;[-a ther than � new society 
Jut in a subject already as established as our own there would be no advan·cage ip 
duplication.Rather. ASSAP wish to act as a catalyst ffur raform within our mo•rement 
• • •  a kind of neutral outside force (like a magnetic field which -� uhen placed ove� 
a scattered mixture of unaligned pieces of metallic dust - can cause them to 
suddenly take up a shape that is uniform,or�anised and-most )effective)oit could 
be that ASSAP (via its standardised network) would be directly·aole to ra�ionalise 
ufol00Y• • •  but this is recognised as a "last resort" ,It would be preferablt¥ if ASSitP 
set about ordering all the other, unoreanised pfields of ano�alous study an\l merely 
�oaded ufology into self acjdon.ASSAP could then work with.:this ne:f ali�nedUI•,O 
system to provide comprehensive, scientific study of inyesttga table mysteries H�15.ch 
confront our modern world. · 

· 

We have time to do this • • •  but not a lot of" time�I hope ufo.lojy will tak� ·n.ote of 
all this and ggt on with the job.I believe it will·:·-.·indeed must·do:;The fapt that 
we have created a Code of P:tactice.from nothing in under a year p�ove� vrhat_the 
force of mutual cooperation can do. The <:-ir is alive with the'··crack.le of new 
initiatives,with BUFORA,UFOIN and others alert to the. potential/Ehe first step Hill 
'be taken in Nottin.sham on November 14 when we meet to discuss implementing the Codee 
I hope we shall see the launch of a dramatic new cooperative venture which might 
revolutionise ufology overni�ht.I shall report on this in the next i$sue� 

Meanwhile we should welcome ASSAP. It may be that it has shown us the 1-ray n 



L;, 
ASSAP has staged launch meetings alrertdy in London and Bri::: tol· and on Nr1·v2mbe::� 2.� 
will hold one in Manchester (UMIST ,Renold Lecture Theatre, :1 n the City cE..ntre Z · ·  

6 pm) Those of you from the north who want- to meet ASSAPs :::ee what it is al2.--,ato��-. 
and see if you �ympa tH:i:se with its aims are welcome· to a tt1:1�d .. ( Call me for_ dets:ft.� : 

- .... - - ·- - - ... ·- _, ...... �1\· ,J .; 

· INVESTIGATIONS . I: 

THE NOVEMBER 1980 Wave.... Why· is it that we. only seem to recotj.nise· U:F'O Have:
after they are over? Certainly November 1980 seems to have provided us ·;r::_Jvh· c=t 
classic, but by the time we spotted it there was nothing Fe could doeDet1;een Fe. 
21 and Nov 28 the north,particularly,experienced 8 cases .(including the Xendr'l.� 
and Todmorden CE3/9-s, a police .·chase involving radar tracking;a TV distErbance 
& animal interference case and a:nother with severe witness: e'ffects) (Anotber c:::.l:;8 
in the wave is featured below). Not only did thi$ concentration occur �n a year 
when UFO sightings were well down on avera�e and interest was at a low ebb11 but -�:·.::: 

calibre of cases was far above normal for a sample of 8 cSince media promotior. 
on a national level did not fuccur we seem to have a genuine ·manifestation of the 
UFO phenomenon here. It would be interesting to know if BUF,ORA and CONTACT recol"�ier·_ 
anything unusual for this spell,but CONTACT seem to pav8 �one into a shell-and 
neither information or even publications are emerging from them any more�Have 
they collapsed in these hard-pressed times? Does anybody know? 
Snippets..... a & On September 12 a yacht from Liverpool searching for a treasu:ce 
galleon off the French coast sank after strik�ng a mysterious unclervrater object._ 
The sea was calm and the objdct was said to be·heaVy anN metallic.A RusEian 
submarine was suspected but this was ( suprise, suprise) deniedoNoal!ody seems to ha•:J 
considered the possibility of a UFO but the owner,sadly reflecting on his sunkeE 
possession, said "I'd like to e;et to the bottom of it�" (True -honest�) 

11 On September 20 it was windy and stormy in North Wales a.ncl a 
family in Prestatyn were alarmed when a huge bang woke them in the middle- of -�-;:·...:; 
night. They called the police to report that a 40 fqot long weird object had lc:..r:ds�
on their lawn. The police regarded their story as "very fishy" � Hhich Has 2� :fal�c 
�rognosis as this particular U.F.O. did turn out to be .an unidentified fis::y 
object.,, ,a large inflatable shark which had blown there from a nearby pJ.ea�lJ:.co ,_, 

LOW DEFINITION ACTIVITY 
70-22 Winter 05.10 Brough, Humberside Derick.Shelton (SUFO�S) C 
Almost no details on this, not even a date1 the year l?eing unknown <) vl::.t��e�;� :v.0:.r >: . .:. 
at the Hawker Siddley factory and came out to see a glittering half�_�'Jori objec(· 
over the oangars.After some moments it shot upwards, hovered and �hen .. w:c.e Lera::- --1· 
away at an angle ( having dimmed somewhat) . . INS JFF DAr.:..'A. 

.. 

81-32 APR 17 22.15 Stoke Golding, Leics G.HALL (HAPI) ·c 
Large W LITS seen by two men and two women getting into car.It then mov·Yi off .:.r: u • . 

zig-zag,Car drove towards Hinckley and LITS vanished but "smog" of reel & iThl te 

LITS came t:owards them.Stopped car and it passed over as dark unedfinerl triangl3 
mass 9 making slight burring noise.Steady courseeLights did not flashcHo checY.3 made by HAPI, who offer no ex plana ti on" I NSUFF 

.
. DA �� 

81-33 JUN 13 19.42 Coventry, � Midlands MoBROWN (HAPI) A 
Detailed UFOIN report of a W Oval LITS seen by two boys to ino-l'e �cross day2·t:3h-'· . . · sky.Mother saw last stage of encounter.Seen for zt mins,steady cou�ss,passing· · 
through wispy cloud. Light source was internal to .. object and not reflec-::.ion"" II!t?I.-
think object meteor.I am unhappy about this, 20 H p s., ME'IEOR? / J�IRC.RA�W1'.'? 
8135 AUG 28 21.15 Prescot, I1erseysid·e L.BARI.Dli (MIGAP) c 

Woman heard bang & saw large number of starlike l'ie_hts -explode into si-::y (:rt & .s:.l·,:c;::· · 
and then fade out over several minutes� 

· 

· · FIRE1�0JK/ FU1RE. 

81 - 38 OCT 15 19,00 Bacup, Lancashire A�TOMLINCON (DIGAP) ; 
Sev:ral farm owners and children at th�.· farms ·obs�rved a lal·ge nu.:tb,e; of LJTS (11). mov�ng very fast across the sky over the hill� between Bacup a�Kl Ra.vrtensta: !_ 
(scene of many recent sightings). Seen close to power lines but invest:i_ga·�m�· clsr f. 
not think these were source ( Yri tnesses say :th�y are used .to. seeing di;3charce.s ·-=,:·_,_ ... ,:;, here). LITS only visible for seconds at time.,·· INS"t.JFP. _D.!\.TA 

. .. ' . 



� MED!UM DEFINITION ACTIVITY 
80-.52 JUL 28 18,06 Hinckley, Leics P,BERRY & G,H{,LL (HAPI), . . A 
Graha.m Hall o:g HAPI saw this one himself- an object which ��.ooked manmade and to 
be covered ib reflective tinfoil.Was rotatine (not continuously) and coloured 
red/green amon�st others.Was kite shaped arid travel.led on a steady E-W cour·se 
for about 30 secs plus.Slight droning s9und heaxdoFollow-up failed to identifyn 
Could it have been a balloon? INSUFF DATA 
80-77 NOV 23 01.30 Burley-in-Wharfedll.e,W Yorks N.:KORTII1ER D 
Woman saw object float slowly by her bedroom windowoin view 2-3 mins as star
like oval with square windows half way up side,Dissappeared in vicinity .. of 
Menwith Hill. INSUFF .DATA 
81-37 OCT 14 00,15 Hr Openshawe,Manches.ter A.TOMLINSON (DIGAP) ·A 
Man taking dog for walk (dog.undisturbed).Saw W LITS.stationary over rooftop in 
W,Rushed back home for wife.4 mins late·r they both arrived ·and it was still in 
same position.They watched .it fort minute more and then it shot off very fast 
to the S.As it moved man caught glimpse of it� shape�It was a dark top-hat with· 
the W LITS being on i t;s domed top. INSUFF DATA 

80-52 80-77. 

TIME �ISTORTION ON THE TELFORD ROAD Summary of J4pp UFOIN report by $.Banks 
JULY 16 1981 02,15 Uppin,�ton, Salop CE 1 Psycho Level A 
This is a fascinating report, very well-investigated by Stephen Banks,UFOIM has 
decided to continue work on it,now that Stephen has moved south,and reeression 
hypnosis will be explored with the witnesses. 
Three young women (ages 25 & 26) are involved,One is married, two are separated, 
abd all three live in Telford·New Town.On the date in question they had oeen to 
a disco in Sh�ewsbury (consuming only Coca-Cola) and were returninB home in a 
lively conversational mood,However·,some moments.before the sighting this mood. 
altered and conversation ceaseJ,They cannot explain this,and find it oddQ 

The object was first sighted to their left above a field (ip wide open country"). 
It seemed to be about 200 ft up and consisted of four whi·te li:�hts in a ring 

with two rerl licShts inside thisaThese were clearly sec.· 
"".., ... �:,�=--�--���.>"1 to be connected to a disc shapecr object which was tilted 
? so as to . reveal -its underside to the women as they dro�.:·s / · · · -�- .·. ;} 

past. There . was no other adjacent traffic ,and all three I \ � 
I 

\ .
.... · ·- / immediately reco";nised that they were observing a UFOo 

-���-�· _ .-/ At ·interview they remarked how they felt so ridiculous .. 
with an apparantly "impossible" flying saucer suddenly in .. plain view as if it 
were the most natural thing in the world.They. took half a minute or so to drive 
past and slir;ht discrepancies occur, in that the r:;irl in the back (who had the 
best view) says it moved upwards into low cloud after they had passed,She claims 
to have seen a row of windows on the side.The other sirls only say the lights 
noticably dimmed as they passed by. They were all frishtened and· the �river atte�.1p
ted to accelerate away, but the car eneine seemed to lack power.They all desc�ibe 
a most odd sensation saying that it seemed "to take ages" to· reach Telford (only · 
4/5 miles away). · 

. 
· . 

· 

They drove straight to the police station (where their report. was lotjged)_c The · 

experience was timed accurately by a watch in the car (at 02,15) but· by that 
watch they arrived at the police station at 02.55 (the police loeged their report·;· 
at 02.40) By either estimate there is an appreciable time ·discrepancy vThicO. 
baffles all three girls.On reconstructing the experience this time distortion cou:1 
be as much as 2.5 minutes. Wheth ;r this was. due t.o -the alleged "porrer drain"· or . · 

some other factor remains to be ascertained (hence · tQe consideratio� of hypnos�s) 

It has to be said (for what it is worth) that all three
. girls ;seem psychic and . 

suggestible,with an extensive track record of visionary experiences�The �irl. who 
had the best view (moreover) is apparantly very susceptible to trance states, had 
a UFO sighting when a child and claims she has always had the feelin@ that she. 
would be "contacted" one day! Investi�:sa tion proce·eding o 



SEVERJ DISTURBANCE AFTER ENCOUNTiR 
OCT 9 1981 Bradford, W Yorks 

Report by Nigel Me. timer 
· 12.40 . GEl Psyche Level B 

Two women working in the cl ty centre saw an object · in t 1 ·ight daylieh·c, over the 
skyscraper building of the West Yorkshire police! It seemEd to be a solid sphere 
of dull metallic colour, standing out -against the blue skyt,After a mome1.1t it 
vanished instantly for J/4 secmnds and then reappeared out of nowhere in a d�ff- 
erent location (45 deeree angle and closer to the roof of the police building ) 
At first this was just a point.source but it .grew rapidly.into a cigar/oval,the 
increase in size giving the distinct impres�ion that the object.was hurtlinB 
straight towards them! After about 15 secs it .suddenly plilmmetted downwards ard 
was lost to view behind the police building. The two women were very ups�t and 
both remained so disturbed that theee days later (after the weekend) they could 
not return to work. One of. them had bitten her fingern1.ils down! Le.eds/Bradford · · 

airport had no explanation but the police had·reported to them a siehting at 20.19 
that evening - from Armscliffe Crag (a disc with a firey tail) N�ith�r object was 
tracked on radar (so L/B told Nihel) •• ••• Just as a thought • •  ,Could this have been 
a tethered object (balloqn.? Kite?) from the roof of the police building? 

........ - .. - - - - - .. - - - - - - - � ·- ._ - - - .-- .. - - - - .... - - - - - � -
ABPARITION AT THE P,O, W. CAMP Summary of 22pp. report by L,Barlow (MIGAP) 
FEB 28 1981 Frees Heath,Nr Market Drayton, Salop 01,00 QEJ B 

This is certainly not a typical UFO event.Indeed it may not even be a UFO event� 
For there is no UFO,and the entity (whilst quite bizarre) is not typical eitherQ · 

But as it fails to fit into any other category (e� a ghost) this seems the only � 

place to record it! It certainly has many consistancies with UFO events, ··· 
· ._ 

Three men (in their 20's and 30's) were on a midni0ht poaching trip for rabbits 
at an old (and long abandonned) rather derelict P.O,W. camp in a side la�e off the 
A 41 (a "Roman Road" if that is relevant).There was yusty wind.It was o .. .rercast and 
raining.The figure was first seen by one of the men \George) who pointed him out 
to the others.Whilst it was taken for another poacher it was odd that he was 
dressed so inappropriately.He seemed to wear a bright white,three-quarter length 
mac - which is hardly the best way to hide in the undergrowth.Suddenly the "mad' 
began to glow very

.
briehtly,and as the area was dark (with no moon and no nearby 

lighting) this somewhat perturbed the .. watching young men. ·: 
· 

The fig�e now began to pulsate or throb in different colours.The head was red� 
the eyes a kind of laser red and the rest a mass of luminous green and yellow�ThP. 
eyes allegedly· did. not look solid,put more like a wobbling jellyfish; What llVas L . . . 

the figure seemed to be floating about three feet off the ground and bobbing up. 
and down like a cork in a bottle! 

Malcolm (who was �ripping George's arm/with fear) saw it start to bob in their 
direction and decided that that was enough for him.He dropped all his nets and 

/ tackle and fled in a blind panic through the pitch dark 
rr .� \, r , across a freshly ploughed field towards the car! I van, the 

I, · -� ·· '� . 1 .=. / third man,saw that the figure was now tilting at a 45 degree 
1 j .: / · ,: {f. angle seemin;Sly inspectir.g the rabbit warrensceSurnmoning up 
I· · . . : /.:.:� . 

' courage he toltd his friend hewas going to get closer.He 
�; :· .. · : / f f . \ ! 

expected George to fo�low, but he did not .Georg.e admits he 
t : , / _ .  , :· 1 was completely terrified that he rooted to the spot,The ha::Lr 

! \1 on .his neck stood on end and though. he wanted to eo with 
� � ...... . - ,._ ..... · )  /' lvan he was quite unable to move.Meanwhile Ivan had reacl:---� 

a boulder about 20 feet from the warrens and squated,-partially hidden. Tl:e fissure 
was now bobbing towards him� . 

Ivan,bravely or foolishly,stood up to confront it.He �ot the view from which t· 
sketch above is taken,Apart from being three foot of!" the ground it 1-:ras of normaj. 
heiGht ••• and. it seemed to him to pe intell�gent • •  , aware of what he was �oing, bn-:-_ 
remaining silent.He tried to get it against the skyline to see· .if it 1-:as ·solid.; h._.: .

. as he rose and bent down ·again it. cop.ied his movements.It then began .to pulsate 
faster,Ivan looked round for George at this point and found he !ias .not. there�In 
fear ge picked up some stones from the 5round and threw them .at the tbingcHe does 
not know if he hit it, but it stopped .And then it just seemed to fade and blE.ad. -L.-. '· :-

the background like a projected slide being switched off.,It had been in :vi�w 10 
mins. They ran back to the car to jo�.n Malcolm and went straight home,George Hcke 
his wife and she attests to how horror striken he was. The incident was not repo.c-'-_r:,. L 
to media or police,but came to MIGAP through family connections,The witnesses 
admit they felt most unlike trying to convince anyone this really h&l happened� 

.. . ' .. 


